Layer name
Operations F A flattening layer denoted 'F'. The flattening layer only re-arranges the data, no calculations are performed, and no parameters are optimised. For a twodimensional input tensor (a matrix) x of size {2, np}, the flattening layer returns a one-dimensional vector y of length 2×np that consists of a concatenation of the rows of x R A reshape layer denoted 'R'. The reshape layer only re-arranges the data, no calculations are performed, and no parameters are optimised. The reshape layer in Figure 1 is used as the reverse of the flattening layer F. Thus, for a one-dimensional input vector x of length 2×np the output y is a twodimensional tensor (a matrix) of size {2, np}. σ A linear layer with sigmoidal activation and bias denoted 'σ'. This layer is similar to 'T', only difference is that a sigmoidal function is used, φ(x) = (1+exp(-x)) -1 , instead of the hyperbolic tangent.
+ An elementwise addition layer denoted '+'. For two input vectors, x and y, of identical length n, the output vector, z, is calculated as:
× An elementwise multiplication layer denoted '×'. For two input vectors, x and y, of identical length n, the output vector, z, is calculated as: z = {z1, z2, …, zn} = {x1*y1, x2*y2, …, xn*yn}. Fig. S1 . The 15 N-1 H HSQC spectrum of T4L L99A used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms for reconstruction of sparsely sampled one-dimensional spectra. Shown is, the fully sampled spectrum as well as the spectra reconstructed from a Poisson-gap 12.5% sampling (Table S1) , with the three algorithms DNN, IST 1 , and SMILE 2 . The green vertical dashed lines shows where the one-dimensional spectra in Figure 3 are extracted from. Fig. S2 . The 15 N-1 H HSQC spectrum of T4L L99A used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms for reconstruction of sparsely sampled one-dimensional spectra. Shown is, the fully sampled spectrum as well as the spectra reconstructed from a random 12.5% sampling (Table S1) , with the three algorithms DNN, IST 1 , and SMILE 2 . The green vertical dashed lines shows where the one-dimensional spectra in Figure 3 are extracted from. Fig. S3 . 15 N-1 H HSQC correlation spectrum of T4L L99A. Peaks that are not overlapped and used for comparison of intensities, Figure 4 and 5, are shown with black marks. 255  254  188  194  174  199  204  185  206  212  196  211  217  203  220  224  210  227  230  218  234  234  224  237  236  229  239  238  235  241  241  237  242  243  240  247  244  243  249  247  246  251  249  249  252  251  251  253  253  253  255 255 255 a) Generated using the random function within the python module numpy. First schedule, in bold, is used for data in Figure 3c ,d and Figure S2 . b) Generated with the programme provided as a part of the istHMS 1 package using the Knuth algorithm and random seeds of 31415926, 31415925, 31415920, respectively. First schedule, in bold, is used for data in Figures 2, 3a, 3b , and S1.
